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Taylor Lastor Wins Evolution X275 at North Star Dragway
Taylor Lastor Wins EX275

Denton, 14.04.2013, 18:33 Time

USPA NEWS - Taylor Lastor Wins $10k at North Star Dragway in Denton Texas during the Evolution Custom Auto X275 Shootout
April 12th and 13th 2013. Congratulations to Taylor Lastor and the TRE team from one your new fans.  

Taylor Lastor tops the charts during the EX275 shootout at North Star Dragway on April 12th and 13th 2013.

X275 racing is becoming more and more popular with 39 cars turning up for the EX275 event.

Brad Medlock, is runner up of Evolution EX275.

Top 10 EX275 contenders running their best elapse times, 'ET' from 4.8414 to 4.6809 with speeds of 147.83 to 154.64 MPH.

X275 The Beginning.

BODY:
The car must retain its original appearance, profiles, and dimensions. Factory roof and quarter panels must be used. Aftermarket
fiberglass and/or carbon fiber replacement panels are limited to hood, front fenders, doors, deck lids, and bumpers only. All front ends
must be of factory dimensions and cannot be stretched. Aftermarket wings and spoilers are permitted. Complete stock appearing front
and rear bumpers are required. A hood must cover the entire induction system. Forward facing hood scoops/ turbo or supercharger
inlets are permitted

Below are a few of the other top X275 cars at North Star Dragway:
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